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1

1
A  D I F F E R E N T  K I N D 

O F  T E A C H I N G

Picture a college teacher who regularly sets up classroom scenarios—
challenging problems, unscripted dramas, role-plays, simulations, and 
the like—such that the scenario frames and drives most of the action 

and learning that follows. Sometimes these scenarios can be seen coming. 
Other times they happen unexpectedly and on the spot. Students quickly 
learn to just go with the fl ow, and by design, that fl ow can often be powerful 
indeed.

It may be that the scene changes—or rather that suddenly there is a 
scene, whereas a moment ago there was just the usual class. A microphone 
suddenly appears out of the teacher’s pocket, maybe, and students fi nd 
themselves being interviewed on some kind of edgy and probing talk show 
about a theme of the day: what Socrates or Freud would make of our 
times, or new ideas for addressing global climate change, or the ethics of 
alternative forms of marriage, or of breeding back the mammoths. Maybe 
certain unexpected but challenging visitors turn up, such as an old-style 
Anglican clergyman ranting against the theory of evolution in a history of 
ideas class, mocked at fi rst but in the end posing unexpectedly diffi cult chal-
lenges, so much so that Darwin himself has to show up later to respond—
and be questioned in turn.

Traditional teachers might approach such debates by describing their 
dialectics in a lecture. Gun control, geoengineering, evolution: The norm 
would be to review the various sides, comment, try for a degree of objectiv-
ity, maybe argue for a position at the end of the review. There are places and 
times for this approach, and it can certainly, and laudably, model a kind 
of care and objectivity that are essential but rare in public discourse today. 
Yet the kinds of teachers I have in mind do something dramatically differ-
ent. They bring students into the debate by actually staging it. They do not 
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2  TEACHING AS THE ART OF STAGING

describe and review the various sides but rather set up the students them-
selves to formulate and enact the debate, and in the course of doing so take 
the students’ measures as well.

Such staging can take many different forms. Sometimes it may be 
entirely and obviously impromptu. Students fi nd room to move in their 
own positions, chances to think on their feet, and a welcome freedom about 
their contributions, since everyone knows that they are doing this on the fl y. 
Other times there is warning. In that case, students can prepare and hone 
their arguments, with assigned or developed positions. Other times still, per-
haps they have done the background preparation but do not realize how it 
is to be applied until they walk into the day’s classroom, where a debate is 
already set up, and just to sit down is to take a side. They can be quite sure 
they will be called on to speak up for it.

Reacting to the Past pedagogy, Model United Nations (UN), and 
a number of other contemporary role-play pedagogies take preparation 
another step. Model UN, for example, assigns students in teams to rep-
resent a UN member country in a variety of settings and in the face of 
unpredictable crises. They know very well that there will be crises, 
but they do not know what the crises will be or what capacities or posi-
tions they will call on or challenge. They may prepare for weeks or even 
months. Then the conference arrives—the simulation itself—24/7, coffee 
jitters, all-night conferences and negotiations, maybe on one’s campus with 
a wide variety of other student groups that have also been preparing, partly 
in secret, in similar ways, or maybe at regional or even national gatherings. 
Then closing sessions, success, defeat, or both, debrief, and fi nally some sleep.

Some of this could certainly be described in readings and lectures. The 
students could simply be told what their teachers think they should know 
about how the UN works. Today that is how it almost always goes. The 
Model UN alternative, by contrast, is for the class, in concert with others, to 
actually become the UN.

Savor that thought for a second. The class, together with others, becomes 
the UN. Something dramatically different—something edgy, something a 
little unsettling and yet deeply intriguing and inviting at the same time and 
for the same reason—is afoot here.

Teaching as Staging

There is method behind these events and happenings. Most obviously, they 
are staged. They are planned, organized, and set up in advance. Work and 
inventiveness on the teacher’s part is certainly required, but it is radically dif-
ferent than preparing a lecture or even setting up the usual kind of classroom 
discussion. Talk-show hosts need to have their microphones ready to go and 
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A DIFFERENT KIND OF TEACHING  3

their patter and questions on the tips of their tongues. For debates, chairs and 
tables can be set up to tell the whole story the moment students walk into the 
room. Some urgent problem might be posed simply by setting up worktables 
with certain materials. For Model UN, whole buildings and weekends may 
be thoroughly staged. Entire Model UN conferences have even decamped to 
local government council chambers on weekends (Obendorf & Randerson, 
2013).

This kind of staging is designed to be particularly provocative and insist-
ent. It already embodies a certain dynamic and energy. There is not much 
room left for the usually lamented student passivity when to just take a seat 
in the room is already to take a side, to literally put yourself in the middle of 
an intense encounter or debate. And there are no other seats! Or perhaps you 
are not even in your classroom anymore. Or maybe what seemed like some 
dry and dated piece of writing is now being challenged with gusto, and even 
some good points, by a visitor who looks strangely like your professor but 
seems to be disturbingly unaware of the usual conventions and accommoda-
tions of the classroom, such as the sacred imperative not to get in students’ 
faces or disturb someone who is discreetly FaceTiming her boyfriend. In such 
situations, as the genial but insistent host, I am more likely to start interview-
ing the boyfriend. Not to be punitive: I genuinely invite him to join in. But 
the FaceTiming is not likely to happen again—more likely, the boyfriend 
shows up in person for the next class.

You can already see, then, that such a teacher has a distinctive and delib-
erate pedagogy. In this book, I call it Teaching as Staging. The metaphor is 
theatrical, but it is also only a metaphor. Such teachers can be said to “set the 
stage,” but this does not mean that fi xed scripts are being followed or that 
anyone necessarily appears in costume. The basic goal is to put students into 
a self-unfolding and urgently engaging setting, scenario, or simulation, and 
then trust it, and them, to carry it forward, helping or even spark-plugging 
or provoking at times if needed. In the end, the teacher may even become 
more like the classic Guide on the Side (King, 1993), but only in the end, 
and typically not for long. Again, actually, no one is “on the side.” Everybody 
is in—the teacher, too.

Chapter 4 elaborates the conceptual infrastructure I am sketching here. 
For a provisional defi nition, we may put it like this (Box 1.1):

BOX 1.1

Defining Teaching as Staging

Teaching as Staging is regularly setting up classroom scenarios such that the 
dynamics of the scenario frame and drive most of the action and learning 
that follow. 
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4  TEACHING AS THE ART OF STAGING

Provisionally, let us say that a scenario is some kind of dynamically struc-
tured situation. A situation is some kind of happening or state of affairs. 
Scenarios are dynamic when they contain some tension, opposition, or pat-
tern of unfolding—an inner logic, in short, that structures but does not sim-
ply dictate the direction of the situation’s movement or eventual resolution, 
if there is one. Teaching as Staging is an attempt to bring such situations to 
life in the classroom: to place oneself and one’s students within them and let 
the dynamics of those situations do their work.

Out of the Silos

For Teaching as Staging, staging such scenarios is the primary work of the 
teacher. Many teachers today do stage occasional debates, of course, or set 
engaging problems, but these are often brought in with apologetics and elab-
orate explanations, and probably only seldom and as a break from what’s 
supposed to be the real work. Such teachers would not defi ne themselves by 
such methods or describe themselves as teachers who regularly do such things. 
Part of what I intend to show here is that it is possible to go much farther 
in this direction. Staging is meant as a comprehensive, widely encompassing 
characterization. It can take different forms in practice: There are many kinds 
of scenarios that a teacher might stage and many ways to stage each kind.

I emphasize this widely encompassing character in part because at pre-
sent many scenario-based pedagogies tend to enthusiastically silo themselves. 
Both Reacting to the Past and Problem-Based Learning (PBL), to again cite 
two prominent and different examples that we will explore more fully in 
Chapter 5, are often advanced as singular and sui generis. Each maintains 
devoted communities of practitioners along with exclusive websites, clear-
inghouses, and dedicated conferences, and the literature about each tends 
to frame the question of pedagogical method as essentially what mix there 
might be between the one favored method and the usual default methods, 
primarily lecture or lecture and discussion.

In the PBL literature, for example, there are elaborate efforts to distin-
guish PBL from seemingly closely related methods such as Enquiry-Based 
Learning (Deignan, 2009) and the Case Method (Merseth, 1996). In addi-
tion, the courses described are either entirely problem-based (Barrows, 1996) 
or hybrid courses that mix group-based PBL and lecture (Armstrong, 1997; 
Clark, 2001) or conventional courses that use one or two such simulations as 
episodes or supplements (Duch, 2001; Harland, 2002; Stevens, 2015). Some 
article titles, such as “Some Diffi culties in Implementation in an Otherwise 
Conventional Programme” (Woods, 1997), give the whole show away. 
Otherwise conventional programs? What about possible implementations in 
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A DIFFERENT KIND OF TEACHING  5

otherwise unconventional programs—intermixing them, in particular, with 
other similarly ambitious scenario-type methods?

A wide-ranging alternative conception like Teaching as Staging can 
re direct the pedagogical imagination toward complementary kinds of stag-
ing and other kinds of scenarios as well. A teacher might only use a few 
of any one particular kind but would not be tempted to think that somehow 
any one specifi c scenario-based pedagogy is the whole story. The variations 
among different kinds of staging might matter a great deal less than their 
parallels and potential synergies (Savin-Baden, 2014). A much wider com-
munity of practitioners, with broadly parallel and cross-fertilizing methods, 
might also develop its own community resources and more inclusive peda-
gogical toolbox. Anyone interested in going all the way—teaching this way 
all or almost all the time—would then have at hand a much more varied 
and inclusive set of methods, a pedagogical toolbox that may enable them 
to teach with problems and cases and role-plays, as well as simulations and 
a range of other methods still, and on a wide range of scales, from parts of a 
single class meeting to an entire semester or more.

Moreover, the literature across many of today’s scenario-based pedago-
gies also continues to picture the teacher as essentially a guide or facilitator, 
when it specifi cally addresses the role of the teacher at all (Burgess & Taylor, 
2000). Although this picture may seem like no more than a logical necessity, I 
will try to show that it is unnecessarily but profoundly limiting. There are far 
more dramatic possibilities for the teacher too. In the end, a more inclusive 
and wide-ranging pedagogical toolbox may change the character of teachers’ 
whole approach to their work and even, in the end, who we think we are.

Why Teach by Staging?

This book elaborates and explains Teaching as Staging from its conceptual 
infrastructure through paradigmatic examples, ending “under the open skies” 
(Chapter 9). The fi rst question, however, is simply Why? Why teach this 
way—in general or (for that matter) ever? What is the attraction? This entire 
book is my answer, but here at the beginning we can schematically sketch six 
interrelated reasons.

Staging Scenarios Mandates Active Learning

Students learn actively when they are “doing things and thinking about 
the things they are doing” (Bonwell & Eison, 1991, p. 5; see also Felder 
& Brent, 2009). And students doing things—engaging dynamic situations, 
often urgently, in carefully structured and progressive ways—is the very 
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6  TEACHING AS THE ART OF STAGING

point of staging scenarios (Pettenger, West, & Young, 2014). Of necessity, 
students are moving and up on their feet, working with each other to solve 
urgent design challenges that are then cashed out with the whole class, or 
they are engaging in role-playing, simulations, or debates, resolving interna-
tional crises or failing to do so, or applying Freud’s theories on the spot to the 
Republican presidential fi eld or the debate over gay rights. They are emphati-
cally not merely passive recipients of information.

Today, the old empiricist idea of the mind as tabula rasa—a blank slate 
on which experience simply writes—is decisively gone, however infl uen-
tial it remains in the shadows and background of our actual pedagogies. 
Both modern epistemology and cognitive psychology understand the mind 
instead as essentially active (Bransford, Brown, & Cocking, 2000). Thus it 
is no surprise that multiple studies decisively show that students learn even 
the most traditionally defi ned content—discrete and often seemingly uncon-
nected facts—just as well, or almost as well, using active rather than passive 
methods, whereas active methods serve far better for a vastly wider range of 
attitudes and skills we are now recognizing as even more essential, such as 
critical thinking, independence of thought, effective problem-solving, col-
laboration, zest for learning, interest in studying the subject further, enthu-
siasm, optimism about their own lives and the world, cognitive fl exibility, 
and openness to new ways of thinking (Auman, 2011; Boud & Feletti, 1997; 
Carnes, 2014; Schwartz, Mennin, & Webb, 2001; Viachopoulos & Makri, 
2017). They become ready to contribute to knowledge and not just consume 
it (Harland, 2002; Stevens, 2015).

Active learning’s list of demonstrated advantages is actually stunning. 
Yet none of these points is a surprise. They have been staples in the diet 
of every university’s Teaching and Learning Centers for decades (Hertel & 
Millis, 2002). Too often in application, however, the shifts are small: a lit-
tle tweaking of traditional and still relatively inactive pedagogies, breakout 
groups during lectures maybe, or the occasional case study. Much bigger 
steps are possible.

Student Engagement Is Immediate and Immersive

Zeeman and Lotriet (2013) describe a University of Pretoria lecture class 
in classical Greek drama in which Zeeman had been struggling for weeks 
to explain the sociocultural setting of Greek drama, such as the sexual poli-
tics underlying plays such as Lysistrata. The students were listless. It was all 
just ancient history, literally. Then, suddenly and unexpectedly, they found 
themselves having a furious argument between the sexes. It was a day that the 
class happened to meet outside under a thorn tree:
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A DIFFERENT KIND OF TEACHING  7

An incident with a worm dangling from a small branch of the thorn tree 
and a passing bird that made a few dives at it caused opposite reactions 
from the male and female students—resulting in an argument between the 
two sexes. The lecturer suddenly realized that she was witnessing drama 
in the making, with the whole class participating, and the question arose 
“Why not use drama to teach ancient drama?” (Zeeman & Lotriet, 2013, 
pp. 180–181)

Suddenly, by accident, they were in the middle of a real Lysistrata-like 
debate, right then and there. It was a transformative moment. Zeeman now 
sets up groups of students to perform for each other not the old dramas word 
for word, but rather their own contemporary adaptations of those classics, 
accounting for their adaptations as they do so. And, she reports, her class has 
come alive.

To put the point more generally: in the default pedagogies, students typ-
ically have to summon a commitment to be engaged, if active engagement is 
welcome at all. Scenarios, by contrast, can be staged so that disengagement 
would have to be the deliberate—and diffi cult—choice, when it is possi-
ble at all. From the start—by design—students are already and unavoidably 
engaged, already standing inside the question or theme or issue. As a result, 
the energy and focus can be unmatched.

Writing of simulations in particular, Hess (1999) reports,

In various classrooms, I have observed that the same students can be either 
fascinated or repelled by the social sciences. The difference often seems 
to come down to whether students fi nd the material to be relevant and 
stimulating. The diffi culty of the material does not seem to matter nearly 
as much as its vividness. I have found simulations to be the one consistently 
effective tool for sparking student interest. (p. 1)

In his book Playing Politics, political scientist Tobin Grant (2004) says 
very much the same for political science because, “like card games and sports, 
politics is something that makes the most sense if it is actually played, not 
just talked about” (p. vii). This book argues that game-like simulations and 
other active-learning scenarios can be much more widely applied (Asal & 
Blake, 2006).

Built-Ins Are Powerful but Unobtrusive

Scenarios can readily be designed to respond to a variety of specifi c needs and 
special situations. For example, the usually vexing issue of unequal participa-
tion can easily be addressed. Scenarios can be set up to equalize or otherwise 
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8  TEACHING AS THE ART OF STAGING

rearrange participation patterns (McIntosh, 2001). If students are working a 
problem in groups, for example, one devilishly simple solution is to put the 
most assertive or talkative students in the same one or two groups, so that 
students in other groups have to step up to leadership in their own. If the 
group work is later cashed out in class, the instructor can be sure to allocate 
equal time to each group’s report, or maybe sometimes “accidentally” run out 
the clock before overly vocal groups get to report out at all.

If nothing else, some sort of mediator or judge can be tasked with regu-
lating how much or how long other participants speak. This will be totally 
natural, even necessary, if it is a structural part of the scenario; for example, 
a courtroom trial in which a variety of participants must speak. Again, a 
role-play designed around a sequence of different encounters can automati-
cally distribute participation in desired ways. “The structure of a scenario 
can have a huge impact on who speaks,” reports my colleague and co-teacher 
Anthony (Tony) Crider, citing a classic Reacting to the Past game.

In the Trial of Galileo game, the scene bounces around from day to day. 
One day the speeches are moderated by professors in the Collegio Romano. 
Later, Prince Cesi invites guests to perform skits at his palace party. Even-
tually, cardinals select their new Pope in the Sistine Chapel. (A. Crider, 
personal communication, 2017)

The usual problems seem so recalcitrant, I think, partly because we 
simply take for granted the formats that generate them, in particular the 
open-format, all-purpose, opinion-based discussion. Thinking in terms of 
alternative scenarios immediately opens up a wider range of options that can 
be designed to structure different dynamics into the situation from the start. 
Considering the problem of underpreparation, for example, teachers who 
need to motivate students to do more thorough research for their positions 
on contentious issues can simply set up a scenario in which students know 
that their factual claims will be subject to public scrutiny: role-playing some 
sort of trial or public hearing, for example. The teacher need do nothing 
more. After one or two public dismantlings of underresearched cases, quality 
improves dramatically (DiCicco, 2014).

A day’s scenario might be quite unpredictable at times. This tends to 
intrigue students in its own right (Langer, 1997). It also motivates far better 
preparation. In a lecture-based pedagogy, no preparation is really necessary, 
however much it might benefi t learning. Students know they are never going 
to be on the spot. By contrast, in courses that use a variety of scenarios, stu-
dents quickly learn that they need to be ready for anything. The usual artful 
dodging will visibly fail. Pettenger and colleagues (2014) quote a student 
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A DIFFERENT KIND OF TEACHING  9

debriefi ng one of their climate-change negotiation simulations: “If I didn’t 
research something, another state would bring up the issue” (p. 503). As 
Reacting to the Past’s founder Mark Carnes (2014) puts it about another 
scenario, “No one can fake a sermon in defense of Anne Hutchinson’s theol-
ogy” (p. 142). Everyone will know immediately if you are not prepared. But 
such a defense is exactly the sort of thing students soon realize that they will 
likely have to produce—and more or less on the spot. The only way is to 
be ready!

Scenarios Promote Highly Particularized Learning

Scenarios and simulations put students into specifi c situations. Some may be 
invented for the nonce, but typically, as we’ve already seen, they are modeled 
on real-world situations such as a courtroom trial, running a hospital ward, 
climate negotiations, National Security Council meetings, or the Model UN 
(Goodnough, 2006). Likewise, the Case Method and PBL are based on real, 
specifi c problems (Kreber, 2001). As Ruth Clark (2013) puts it in her classic 
book on scenario-based e-learning, scenarios thoroughly “contextualize learn-
ing” (p. 13; see also Sorin, Errington, Ireland, Nickson, & Caltabiano, 2012).

Students can study the UN all they like, for instance, but until they 
are actually within it and trying to work it, they will not have a real feel for 
it or any investment in it (McIntosh, 2001). At one Model UN session I 
co-ran, multiple teams were incensed by the veto power of the Big Five on 
the Security Council. This puzzled the novice instructors—after all, it was 
in the readings, and students had been told about it in lecture. Apparently 
all of that had gone by without notice—one more random and irrelevant 
fact—until at the eleventh hour our particularly obstreperous French delega-
tion was vetoing hard-crafted resolutions right and left. Then the students 
noticed. They demanded, “They can do that?” and started poring over every 
word of the UN Charter to see how they could change it. Now they probably 
know the Charter better than their teachers do.

Students Catch Fire

Scenarios can truly catch fi re, in the striking phrase of Teagle Foundation 
President Robert Connor (Heiland, 2011). Teachers who adapt the role-
playing models report that their students, used to disengagement, become 
“instantly passionate” (Auman, 2011, p. 158). There can be “delightful, 
fi tful, episodic, explosive collages of simultaneous ‘happenings’” (Postman 
& Weingartner, 1971/2009, p. 28; see also Bonwell & Eison, 1991).

Carnes (2014) recounts the peevish roommate of one of his students 
who complains bitterly about his class because her roommate became so 
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10  TEACHING AS THE ART OF STAGING

engrossed in the historical role-plays. He unexpectedly meets the roommate 
at lunch after some of his students commandeer him to pick his brains one 
day as he is on his way to a meeting. The roommate, at the table too, starts 
to rant at him:

My second week in college, Katy and I were in our dorm room. There’s 
a knock on the door. I answer it. They’re Athenians, they say, come to 
see Katy. Next thing, they’re hanging out. “Athens this, Socrates that”—all 
night! Next night, same thing. Then they show up on the weekend. . . . 
October comes and they’re gone. Then some Confucians show up. More 
of the same. Then November and it’s the Puritans. I can’t even eat a meal 
without them (Carnes, 2014, p. 182)

At fi rst Carnes thinks the roommate is teasing, but he soon realizes there 
is no irony in her voice. In the end, she hisses, “You stole my roommate!” 
and stalks off.

The roommate (never named) speaks from hurt. She had rather differ-
ent expectations of the social life of college. Still, unintentionally but utterly 
eloquently, she testifi es to the electricity of real engagement. Katy no doubt 
started off with exactly the same expectations as she did. Yet suddenly, unex-
pectedly, college has caught fi re. Every night in her dorm room, Katy and 
her classmates fi nd themselves in the midst of living history, replaying and 
remaking it themselves. Someone knocks on the door and it’s not just some 
fellow college student wanting to shoot the breeze or the bull, but Athenians, 
Confucians, or God knows who, and the fate of Socrates or Galileo or South 
Africa is in their hands, all over again. Even on the weekends and at meals, 
they can’t get enough of it. All that dry, old, dead stuff is insistent and alive. 
It matters, and she is in the middle of it. What a gift! Underneath, I suspect, 
the roommate’s anger is really jealousy.

Some of Carnes’s veterans, long graduated and on the road, write to 
him that they burst into tears upon encountering the Boston grave of John 
Winthrop (from the Hutchinson game) or the places Socrates once haunted. 
They hadn’t fully realized, so to speak, that those fi gures were actually dead. 
And in truth they weren’t dead for them, not after they had wrestled with 
them, or been them, as part of one of his classes. Even years later, the fi re 
never quite goes out.

Satisfaction Is High All Around

Positive reports are nearly universal in the active learning literature. Students 
in PBL courses consistently report high levels of satisfaction with scenario-
based work (Maitland, 1997; O’Neill & Hung, 2010; Schwartz, 1997). 
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A DIFFERENT KIND OF TEACHING  11

Zeeman and Lotriet (2013) cite their students’ reports of deep enjoyment of 
the new course and conclude that “the introduction of performance practice 
to teach these dramas brought a whole new dimension to teaching and learn-
ing in the course” (p. 179). Costello and Brunner (2008) report that “stu-
dents respond positively to all aspects of the empowered classroom” (p. 63), 
especially extensive use of problems in class, role-playing by both instructor 
and students, and well-structured collaborative work. Writing of Model UN 
simulations in a widely cited review article, McIntosh (2001) reports that “the 
excitement generated . . . can be a key for opening the world to students who 
might otherwise have drifted through the mandatory introduction to inter-
national relations” (p. 269). Writing of trading game simulations, Takahashi 
and Saito (2011) report that “students concentrate fully on, and become 
deeply obsessed with, the thrilling nature of the game” (p. 406). Pettenger 
and colleagues (2014) report that students from a range of institutions role-
playing an international climate-change negotiation regularly ask for longer 
simulations and more demanding preparation. Even the novelty and unpre-
dictability of scenarios proves intriguing (Langer, 1997), especially when dif-
ferent scenarios overlap different methods, themes, designs, and time scales 
(Gettinger & Walter, 2012; Dahlgren, Fenwick, & Hopwood, 2016).

Teachers also catch the students’ energy, excitement, and general sat-
isfaction. Auman (2011) writes, “One of the main benefi ts of [using a 
simulation game to teach psychology] was how dramatically it changed my 
engagement on the class” (p. 159; emphasis added). It’s no surprise that 
active, immersive, and thoroughly dynamic pedagogy, taken up with gusto 
by students, can be deeply rewarding for teachers as well (Carnes, 2014; 
Diamond & Christensen, 2005; Stevens, 2015; Viachopoulos & Makri, 
2017). For example, Schwartz (1997) notes with amazement that most of 
his students and, as he emphasizes, every single one of the graduate tutors, 
rate his PBL course design extremely highly, in what used to be a listless, 
large-lecture clinical biochemistry course. Remember too that in designing 
our scenarios, we have effective design options to build in desired features 
and address or forestall potential problems, as well as the capacity to design 
in what energizes us.

Why Not Teach by Staging?

Of course, readers will also have concerns and objections—reservations about 
or even objections to Teaching by Staging. These need to be considered at 
the start and answered at least in an initial way. Broader answers will emerge 
as we continue.
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12  TEACHING AS THE ART OF STAGING

I’m Not Theatrical

It may seem that Teaching as Staging requires teachers to become theatrical, 
although many teachers have neither the training nor inclination for such a 
role. Actually, however, the teacher does not need to be theatrical (Diamond 
& Christensen, 2005). Scenarios can be set up to run themselves. For exam-
ple, Carnes (2014) writes of moving his seat farther and farther back in his 
role-playing classrooms until the students more or less “forget that I am even 
there” (p. 34). He certainly sets the scenes and arbitrates and advises behind 
them, but apparently he rarely or ever puts himself in the scene.

For my own part, I often do put myself into the scene, especially in 
the impromptu scenarios. I like the greater control this kind of involvement 
offers—the chance to more deftly shape and prompt the energy. Besides, 
apparently I am somewhat theatrical. Much more on this will emerge 
throughout this book. The point here is that greater involvement is only one 
of many possible ways.

More importantly, many scenarios are not necessarily theatrical at all, for 
anyone. Problems (as in PBL), cases, debates, or other kinds of simulations 
do not require any kind of acting skills, although they sometimes can be 
enhanced by them. Scenarios can be driven by many other dynamics besides 
the interaction of roles. Again, the chapters to follow offer many more and 
varied examples.

Lectures Can Be Just as Dramatic

No, they can’t. It is true that the play of ideas can be thrilling, even at the 
usual measured pace (Burgan, 2006), at least to us lifelong academics. Still, 
intellectual drama is not at all as evident to most students, even with a good 
exposition, and fi rst-rate expositions, let alone skillfully dramatic ones, are 
not exactly common either.

Moreover, even the top-notch lecture is still only a pale echo of what stu-
dents may experience working within even a half-decent scenario or simula-
tion. Think of the Model UN experience briefl y narrated earlier, or Carnes’s 
student Katy’s utter immersion in Reacting work, in lunchrooms, midnight 
dorm sessions, as well as classes, where Carnes (2014) speaks of moments of 
“heart-stopping intensity” (p. 5). McIntosh (2001), writing of Model UN sim-
ulations, reports that “there is energy in a . . . simulation that can’t be matched 
in even the best lectures . . . For all the importance of reading and hearing about 
International Relations, nothing matches the experience of doing it” (p. 275).

It is not just that scenarios are typically more dramatic. They are also dif-
ferently dramatic. It is not as though the lecturer is simply replaced by a few 
students in some kind of set-piece that also may be dramatic or undramatic 
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in much the same ways. In the typical scenario, again, everyone is engaged 
and implicated. It is a profoundly different dynamic. No one participant 
necessarily drives the work; it unfolds in unpredictable ways shaped by all 
the participants.

Chapter 7 describes a simulation in my co-taught Life in the Universe 
class when a scouting party from a future human deep-space exploratory 
mission fi nally landed on an alien planet—a completely remade classroom—
and proceeded to entirely miss, and half wreck, the forest-shaping hive-mind 
intelligence already there, the entire class, in two groups, having worked in 
secret for half the term to prepare for this encounter. The aftermath was a 
week of impassioned debriefi ng to understand what happened (Crider & 
Weston, 2012). A lecture at this level of intensity is simply not possible. If 
somehow it were, it would kill the lecturer on the spot.

Not All Students Are Theatrical

Sometimes students need to be theatrical in role-plays and the like. At 
least some students need to take on the roles and step up to participation in 
general. Some students may worry that they are no more up to it than many 
teachers.

Some are, some aren’t. There are those who will fi nd their voice and 
niche in more dramatic roles. In general, however, recent studies show 
that a wide range of theatrical techniques, including Improv methods, are 
“extremely effective in the live classroom” (Berk & Trieber, 2009, p. 33) and 
across a wide range of fi elds, from management and business education to 
the humanities, without requiring much initial skill. According to Berk and 
Trieber’s (2009) summary of an impressive range of studies,

when improvisation is reformatted into small-group collaborative learning 
activities in a learner-centered environment, it can be a powerful  teaching 
tool. Research evidence demonstrates that it can promote spontaneity, 
intuition, interactivity, inductive discovery, attentive listening, nonverbal 
communication, ad-libbing, role-playing, risk-taking, team building, crea-
tivity, and critical thinking. (p. 30; see also Spolin, 1986)

Not everyone is inclined toward Improv either, of course, although it is 
worth noting that the chief demographic for Improv as a cultural phenom-
enon is the Net Generation—that is, basically, our students (Carlson, 2005; 
Junco & Mastrodicasa, 2007). Again, however, not everyone needs to step 
into any kind of acting. Those less inclined will fi nd ways to play supportive 
roles, and because everyone understands that acting is not really the point, in 
my experience it works out.
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14  TEACHING AS THE ART OF STAGING

Again, moreover, many scenarios are not necessarily theatrical at all. 
Working through problems, cases, or other kinds of simulations does not 
require acting skills. Being a thoughtful individual, being willing to take 
some initiative and work well with others, and being open to the unexpected 
are quite enough.

Doesn’t Staging Require Small Classes?

Most of my own classes are small (30-ish students), and many of the methods 
described here are tailored to that size. But scenarios can work at much larger 
scales too. There is a growing and encouraging literature on scenario-based 
methods in large-class settings (Donham, Schmieg, & Allen, 2001; Hmelo-
Silver, 2000; Shipman & Duch, 2001; Takahashi & Saito, 2011; Tormey 
& Henchy, 2008). Even hundreds of students can easily take active parts in 
scenarios when multiple groups are organized to take them on, in parts or 
in parallel, with feedback formats that require that they stay on task without 
supervision. At Elon, Model UN is run on purpose as a big simulation with 
multiple sections taking part. Indeed, it cannot work any other way. The 
largest Model UNs involve thousands of students (Crossley-Frolick, 2010). 
Asal and Blake (2006) note that more participants can actually make it easier 
to model complex interactions. Such large-scale coordinated simulations can 
be extremely exciting by virtue of their sheer size (McIntosh, 2001). Small 
classes can’t come close.

It Won’t Work for Every Subject

True. Neither will any single pedagogy. Again, I do not always teach by stag-
ing either. Plenty of class meetings and sometimes whole courses may need 
to run in other ways. I argue that a primarily scenario-based pedagogy can 
and does work well in many class settings, including many settings where 
currently it is rare or not even imagined at all. However, do not mistake this 
for the argument that teaching should only or always be conceived as stag-
ing. Why suppose that any single method would work for all subjects on all 
occasions?

Ironically, in practice, this objection often seems to be an excuse to con-
tinue to lecture, rather than consider any other pedagogy even occasionally. 
Even apart from anything that might be said in favor of another pedagogy, 
why would lecturing, of all things, be the default backup across all fi elds, types 
of topics, or course objectives—as if it were somehow unproblematic while 
all other pedagogies need to exhaustively prove themselves by different and 
perhaps unattainable standards? “It won’t work for every subject,” indeed. 
To paraphrase a contemporary bumper sticker about capital punishment in 
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Texas, I’ll believe that this objection is serious when people start using it to 
jettison the lecture.

Education Isn’t Fun and Games—What About Learning?

This objection, though baldly and confi dently put, in fact calls upon certain 
deep assumptions about teaching and learning that are also, arguably, deeply 
problematic. Moreover, what happens in staged scenarios, fun or not, obvi-
ously can be learning. Again, numerous studies show that even by traditional 
measures of information retention, students learn as much or almost as much 
using scenarios and simulations as they do by being served up the infor-
mation in lectures (Boud & Feletti, 1997; Carnes, 2014; Krain & Lantis, 
2006; Viachopoulos & Makri, 2017). At the same time, through the simu-
lation or scenario they are building a range of additional skills and under-
standings that traditional education ignores or diminishes—many of them 
directly connected to the “fun” aspects, such as role-playing and collaborative 
casework (Crossley-Frolick, 2010; Dittmer, 2013; McIntosh, 2001). Other 
writers laud scenario-based participatory learning for the “transformative 
learning and collective action” (Kumrai, Chauhan, & Hoy, 2011, p. 525) to 
which it can lead. There is even good evidence that active learning, particu-
larly through simulation and role-play, leads to more optimistic and positive 
attitudes toward the world at large (Bernstein & Meizlish, 2003; Krain & 
Shadle, 2006).

It should go without saying that active learning is learning. One of my 
aims in this book is to show how spectacular and full of life—ebullience, 
electricity, intensity, joy—it can be. If it does not look like the stereotypes, 
maybe for this very reason, why is that not to the (immense) discredit of the 
stereotypes?

“Fun” is a polemical little word, anyway, hinting at passive, spectator-
like enjoyment. Yet that is emphatically not what scenarios and simulations 
enable or require. They’re typically demanding and edgy—that is why they 
work. As one of my students put it, the fun is more like skydiving than sun-
bathing. No one is Snapchatting or daydreaming on the way down.

Most aspirationally, we might speak of complete engagement or “fl ow” 
(Heiland, 2011). In psychologist Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi's (1996) germinal 
formulation, fl ow is “an almost effortless, yet highly focused state of con-
sciousness” (p. 110). It is a deeply enjoyable mode of engagement and expe-
rience that, in short, “can help shape particularly intense forms of student 
engagement in learning” (Heiland, 2011, p. 116, emphasis added; see also 
Dee Fink’s [2003] account in his aptly titled Creating Signifi cant Learning 
Experiences). Carnes (2014) points out that although long educational 
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tradition excludes games from classrooms and any kind of seriousness at all, 
they too make for marked fl ow in this sense and therefore can be extremely 
effective teaching tools. Games engage “aspects of the self relating to emo-
tion, mischievous subversion, social engagement, and creative disorder” 
(Carnes, 2014, p. 13; see also Huizinga, 1950).

Why is any kind of enjoyment automatically supposed to be a sure sign 
that learning has fl own out the window? A very short answer lies in tradi-
tional philosophies of human nature, from Plato’s to Freud’s, that conceive 
of humans, and especially young humans, as instinctively prone to slide back 
into animality. Fun is therefore a sign of regression. Properly engaged, 
however, and viewed anew, the craving for activity—and, for that matter, 
“mischievous subversion, social engagement, and creative disorder”—might 
not be a distraction or an impediment at all, but more like the condition of 
learning itself. Rather than treating subversion, engagement, and the like 
as weaknesses of human nature to be resolutely put down by self-discipline 
or external control, we might take them as a lovely sign of how curious and 
supple the mind and body really are. School should meet that eagerness, not 
set itself up against it and then take the inevitable resistance as a sign that the 
screws must be tightened even further.

These are very large subjects. The point here can only be that fun 
and games might be just what education needs. To some extent, our own 
attitudes can make it so. If a classroom game seems like mere fun and a 
day off, is it because the instructor makes it so? McIntosh (2001) notes, 
“[w]hether students actually learn about the world or merely treat the 
[scenario] as just another game depends on the approach taken by the instruc-
tor” (p. 270, emphasis added).

I Refuse to Pander to Students’ Need to Be Entertained

“Entertainment,” like “fun,” is a weasel word. Carnes’s student Katy is utterly 
engaged in her Reacting to the past class, but surely it is not “entertainment.” 
If anything, the passive absorption of lecturing is more like entertainment, 
even or especially when spiced up with videos and the like, as now widely 
recommended by lecturing’s latter-day defenders. Contrast that to the high 
energy and activation of Improv theater, for example. As just noted, Improv 
and other such methods fi t the current generation of socially oriented, 
multitasking digital natives, with their rapid switches of attention, social 
attunement, random humor, and the like (Berk & Trieber, 2009; Carlson, 
2005). The mode of engagement is intense as well as media-centric. High-
handedly dis(mis)sing it as mere “entertainment” misses its high energy and 
pedagogical potential.
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No class should pander in the sense that it plays to student prejudices 
or laziness. Teachers take justifi able pride in challenging students, in the 
sense that our classes are both demanding and perhaps provocative and 
unsettling as well. Yet this is exactly what Teaching by Staging does—in 
fact, I would argue it does so par excellence. It requires engagement; it calls 
on and heightens a certain tension and even risk; and at its most unusual 
and entertaining, like role-playing, it may actually be the most powerfully 
transformative. Carnes (2014) cites an underground student guide from 
Smith College advising students against taking a Reacting course on the 
grounds that it is so compelling that “it tricks you into doing more work 
than all your other courses combined” (p. 6). There you have it—from the 
horses’ mouths.

There Is Too Much to Cover

Chapter 2 argues, among other things, that “coverage” is largely an illusion. 
Just because we say something to students—even tell them repeatedly—does 
not mean that they understand it, know it, or even remember it much beyond 
the class period. Composition professor E. Shelley Reid (2004) argues that 
we need—deliberately, publicly, and collectively—to focus on what she calls 
uncoverage:

to emphasize discoveries that lead to long-term learning over immediate 
competencies. That is, we need to conceive of [our courses] . . . as an 
intellectual engagement rather than an inoculation, as practice in a way of 
encountering the world rather than mastery of skills or facts, as preparation 
for a lifetime of thinking like a teacher . . . . Exploratory, inquiry-driven, 
refl ective study . . . should be set out as a fi rst priority in our curricula. 
(p. 16)

Harland (2002) says much the same thing: “The accumulation of a vast 
body of temporarily-held knowledge is probably [!?] less important to stu-
dents than helping them develop independence and lifelong learning skills” 
(p. 13). Reid (2004) even argues, “Aiming for coverage as a primary goal can 
undermine all of our other goals” (p. 17).

By the end of our courses, we naturally want students to have learned 
specifi c things, and typically a lot of them. Yet as counterintuitive as it may 
seem, lecturing on the content is neither the only nor the best way to reach 
this end. Even the simplest “fl ipped” classroom, for instance—staged or 
not—gives students the content for reading and exploration outside of class, 
leaving class time for explaining, exploring, and applying it (Bergmann & 
Sams, 2012; Mazur, 1997). Again, the problems and cases in PBL can be 
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structured so as to produce just as knowledgeable but far more collaborative, 
creative, and widely competent students in the end (Hmelo-Silver, 2000).

Scenarios Take Too Much Preparation Time

A verity in the pedagogical literature seems to be that, in McIntosh’s (2001) 
words, “active learning of all types requires more time from instructors 
and students” (p. 270). For its practitioners, this is taken to be a necessary 
although sometimes steep price to pay for active learning’s many advantages 
(Lean, Moizer Towler, & Abbey, 2006; Pettenger et al., 2014).

I am sure that this can often be true, especially when a teacher transi-
tions into this new pedagogy. Staging certain kinds of scenarios can require 
elaborate preparatory work. In general, however, at least in my experience 
compared with my colleagues’, preparation time for Teaching as Staging is 
not notably longer than preparation for lecturing. Often, I have to admit, 
it is notably shorter—sometimes almost embarrassingly so. Of course there 
are the usual demands on preparation. We must carefully review the read-
ings, like any teacher regardless of pedagogy. We must think up and think 
through the scenario. We must prepare handouts, secure and prepare the 
necessary spaces, arrange the props if any, and so on. All of this takes time. 
Nonetheless, at least in my experience, it takes markedly less time than to 
prepare a decent lecture on the same subject.

Staging may seem to take more time because the preparatory work is 
public and visible. Teachers typically prepare lectures out of public view—at 
home, at night, or in their offi ces—whereas the teacher who is always rear-
ranging chairs and tweaking worksheets and costumes looks busy much of 
the time. I often look very busy at school. Off duty, though, time is much 
freer.

What About Assessment?

What about tests? Scenario-based teaching still aims, in part, for particular 
knowledge in the end, so a scenario-based teacher can still use standard test-
ing if desired. Again, I have suggested that a wider range of skills are also pro-
moted in scenario-based teaching, and many of these too can be evaluated. 
In fact, such assessment practices are already well developed across a wide 
range of scenario-based pedagogies and disciplines (Bernstein & Meizlish, 
2003; Burgess & Taylor, 2000; Duch & Groh, 2001; Lovie-Kitchen, 2001; 
Maitland, 1997; Pellegrino, Lee, & D’Erizans, 2012).

A colleague who uses simulation games to teach educational 
psychology—setting students up to model a school board debate about 
whether to institute a developmentally based moral education program, for 
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example—still uses a full range of traditional assessments, such as position 
papers, peer review, refl ection papers, class participation, and even quizzes 
(Auman, 2011; see also Raghallaigh & Cunniffe, 2013). Model UN teach-
ers may assess students by their participation as well as through refl ective 
essays (Obendorf & Randerson, 2013). Usually there are awards and prizes 
for teamwork and best delegate at Model UN conferences as well. Bernstein 
and Meizlish (2003) make extensive use of student activity journals to grade 
their simulation of the budget process in the U.S. House of Representatives, 
noting that “journals of active students were almost always qualitatively dif-
ferently from those of inactive students” (p. 201).

Auman (2011) also mentions grading student productions for mock 
media campaigns, along with position papers they produce for their roles in 
the simulation. Inside a simulation based on the French Revolution, Carnes 
grades student contributions to the revolutionary newspapers that daily make 
their appearances. In the Life in the Universe courses I have taught with Tony 
Crider, students ended up expressing their understandings of the perils and 
possibilities of extraterrestrial contacts partly as extraterrestrials (more on this 
in Chapter 7) and in forms such as mythologies, art works, manifestos, and 
even an in-group wiki. Tony and I would sometimes respond in kind—that 
is, inside the scenario as well. Of course we and our students also stepped out 
of those roles, returning to our own persons, as part of the summative and 
refl ective work—but work of either sort, inside or out, can be graded. This 
kind of grading can even be, mirabile dictu, thoroughly enjoyable.

It’s Risky!

Lecturing can look successful even if absolutely no one is listening. All it takes 
is for everyone to be quiet. Staging scenarios, by contrast, makes everyone 
partly responsible for their success. Students have to respond, take it up, and 
look sharp. But maybe they won’t. Some days, maybe no one wants to step 
forward. Quietness then can mean visible and uncomfortable failure. A class 
may respond in unexpected ways that do not coalesce, or it may fail to solve a 
problem or pull off a role-play, ending in frustration. Blank stares, automatic 
passive resistance, the expectation that at the end of the day you will really 
just lecture so that students can absorb or not as they please—all of this can 
be uncomfortably evident.

Teachers can manage the risks to some extent. We can use more scaf-
folded or naturally engaging scenarios, and we can plan to call fi rst on stu-
dents who we know are game and ready. If a scenario is truly failing, we can 
also just call it off and try something else next time. Still, there are tradeoffs. 
We only want to modulate the risk so far, because the risk itself also brings 
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many of the advantages of teaching by staging. Box 1.2 gives a bit more of 
the rationale, and I return to this theme in some detail in Chapter 6.

Some of my colleagues complain of students’ unwillingness to take risks. 
Students are too self-protective, they say. Why aren’t they more willing to 
venture guesses and new hypotheses, try a position or role on for size, or step 
out and step up? The answer to this question, I think, is that we rarely take 
serious (or any) risks either. Perhaps only when we professors manifestly cast 
ourselves into this kind of uncertainty and exposure, as an act of joyful trust 
and a visible condition of greater mastery, can we justly ask students to do 
the same.

BOX 1.2

Hidden Possibilities

I’ve cited Mark Carnes’s (2014) experience of student reactions to his 
Reacting to the Past games, such as the student who angrily accused him 
of “stealing her roommate” because her roommate became so utterly 
absorbed in defending Socrates or prosecuting Anne Hutchinson that 
every knock on her dorm room door probably meant another group 
of Reactors coming to relive and remake history. Another story (he has 
many) is of an African American student from Brooklyn, playing a Ming 
emperor in another game, who has to go home with a fever but then begs 
her mother to let her come back because, she pleads, “my people need 
me.” When her mother asks who her people might be, she replies, half in 
delirium, the Chinese people, of course—her subjects. Her mother imme-
diately hauls her off to the emergency room.

Most professors would die for a hint of that level of student engage-
ment. Worse, I am afraid, some actually deny that it is even possible. 
Carnes (2014) reports, astonishingly but tellingly, that some professors to 
whom he has recounted such stories simply refuse to believe them.

Those professors have never seen such things in their own classes, so 
in a sense they disbelieve on the best of grounds. Yet how deep a resigna-
tion and hurt there also is in that denial! They have stopped believing 
in students’—and their own—possibilities, and this disbelief has conse-
quences: They do not create settings in which any such further possibili-
ties can emerge. Thus they wouldn’t see such things in their classes because 
they do not make the space for them in the fi rst place. Their disbelief 
becomes self-certifying, a tight little circle of disappointment from which 
neither students nor professor can escape.

In teaching, as in life, you often can’t know what is possible unless 
you make space for it to emerge. Our profession calls for a certain 
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venturesomeness. Thus, Teaching as Staging invites students to take an 
active part in shaping their classes, show their stuff, and enrich the ongo-
ing interaction in ways that only they can. Capacities then show up that 
you would never have suspected. “The more I empower students, the 
more they accomplish things of which they did not think they were capa-
ble,” says one teacher (Sandy, 1998, pp. 49–50). “It can be a challenge,” 
writes McIntosh (2001), “to learn to let go of the center stage while main-
taining a structured environment, but the rewards are worth the effort. 
Student talents come to the surface that would remain hidden in a more 
conventional format” (p. 275).

It is, in part, an act of trust. We need to co-empower students, or let 
go of the center stage, before we know what students will make of that 
power and stage. And we need to make that space up front, so to speak, 
without knowing how students will take them up (Weston, 1996a; 2004). 
There will be failures, too—for one thing because students rarely believe 
that they are capable of such things either. Creating the spaces that call 
them forth is part of the risk and the edge for everyone—and paradoxi-
cally and, yes, beautifully, a condition of their emergence.

This Book

This book aims to lay out a conceptual and practical framework for Teaching 
as Staging and to ground it with illustrative and sometimes provocative nar-
rative, from both the existing literature and my own practice. The present 
chapter has sketched the basic idea of Teaching as Staging and its attractions 
along with some objections and responses.

Chapter 2 carries on with a critical look at Teaching as Telling and 
Teaching as Guiding, contrasting them both with Teaching as Staging. 
Lecturing comes in for a thoroughly bad rap—mercifully brief, at least. 
Next I applaud the usual motives of “student-centered teaching,” but argue 
that the idea overreacts to the repudiation of “teacher-centered teaching,” 
and moreover misconceives and understates what teachers who try to be 
student-centered actually do. Often they would do much better to con-
ceive of themselves as stage-setters, or so I will try to show. Beyond teacher-
centered teaching and student-centered teaching, in short, we can begin 
to catch a glimpse of something else: scenario-centered teaching.

Chapters 3 through 5 develop the model in detail. Chapter 3 elabo-
rates the notion of scenario as used in this book and then works through an 
extended example of a scenario tailored to a single class session. Chapter 4 
takes up the archetype of the impresario. Chapter 5 continues by outlining 
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the main dimensions of pedagogical scenarios, broadly speaking, and 
then outlines three main but non-exclusive families of scenarios, which 
I label Step-Right-Ins, Task Groups, and Role-Plays. Main features and 
representative examples—at least somewhat familiar extant contemporary 
pedagogies—are offered for each.

Chapters 6 through 8 offer illustrative narratives from my own practice 
by way of fi lling in the picture. Chapter 6 illustrates shorter and daily kinds 
of scenarios. Chapter 7 narrates some of my adventures in role-playing, for 
example role-plays on a variety of scales from my Environmental Ethics class, 
and the alien-contact simulation, already briefl y mentioned, from my co-
taught Life in the Universe classes. Chapter 8 continues with whole-course 
scenarios, including an ethics class design in which part of the chief work 
of the class is to explicitly constitute itself as an ethical community, and my 
Philosophy of Education course in which every educational philosophy is 
taught using its own favored pedagogy—a scenario of scenarios, as it were. 
Chapter 9 concludes with a brief look at some sample classes “under the 
open skies.”

CODA
No Judgment!

It is no news that teaching today is often highly constrained and pressured 
(Hockings, 2005). Many professors lack institutional support for or even 
administrative comprehension of anything other than lecturing, and they 
have little enough support for anything more than perfunctory attention 
even to that. Sometimes they—we!—are impossibly constrained by huge 
classes; increasingly heavy teaching loads; massive pressures toward “cover-
age” from administrative and certifi catory mandates; the available textbooks; 
disciplinary self-understandings (Reid, 2004); and even such simple things 
as desks bolted to the fl oor, room schedulers unwilling to meet or even invite 
your room requests, and janitorial mandates such as the default desk arrange-
ment in most classrooms. 

I know. I have been there, too, although for most of my professional life 
I have been freer than many in these ways (although it has taken work). To 
be clear, then, nothing in this book is meant to impugn teachers whose room 
for anything venturesome has been thoroughly closed down or off in these 
ways. On the contrary, you might even consider its normative import, such 
as it is, to go in the other direction. By offering a sketch of the possibilities 
for teaching that go far beyond not only the norm for many professors but 
also in a sharply different direction from even the idealized norm for today’s 
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best-established and most privileged faculty members, this book might give 
us some basis for a more systematic critique of the whole system as it stands. 

Finally, though, I feel compelled to push the edge even here. Often there 
is more space in seemingly stuck situations than it may seem at fi rst. We 
justly bemoan large class sizes, for example, which of course create huge con-
straints, but even so, we may also consider ways in which large classes cre-
ate new opportunities and advantages. As suggested earlier, scenarios such 
as Model UN enactments actually require large numbers of students to be 
effective. A beleaguered teacher may try other strategies, too, such as seeking 
out more supportive cohorts already teaching in innovative and maybe even 
scenario-centered ways in their institution and beyond. 

All too often, the more creative or possibilistic kinds of thinking are 
closed down by the reigning culture of complaint, and in this we are all 
implicated to some extent (Senge, 1992; Weston, 2004). In the end, this 
book is a plea—or, perhaps more aptly put, this book hopes to be an inter-
vention—for a culture of radical pedagogical possibility. 
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